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Whether the structure of ecological communities can exhibit
stability over macroevolutionary timescales has long been debated.
The similarity of independently evolved Anolis lizard communities on
environmentally similar Greater Antillean islands supports the notion
that community evolution is deterministic. However, a dearth of
Caribbean Anolis fossils—only three have been described to date—
has precluded direct investigation of the stability of anole communities through time. Here we report on an additional 17 fossil anoles
in Dominican amber dating to 15–20 My before the present. Using
data collected primarily by X-ray microcomputed tomography (X-ray
micro-CT), we demonstrate that the main elements of Hispaniolan
anole ecomorphological diversity were in place in the Miocene. Phylogenetic analysis yields results consistent with the hypothesis that
the ecomorphs that evolved in the Miocene are members of the
same ecomorph clades extant today. The primary axes of ecomorphological diversity in the Hispaniolan anole fauna appear to have
changed little between the Miocene and the present, providing
evidence for the stability of ecological communities over macroevolutionary timescales.
adaptive radiation
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Amber, which is fossilized tree resin, provides a unique opportunity to examine ancient ecosystems by offering unparalleled
preservation of biological material. In the Greater Antilles,
amber has been found on a few islands in small quantities, but
amber from the Dominican Republic stands out due to its
quantity and quality of fossil inclusions (10–12). To date, amber
fossils have been recovered for a variety of vertebrate groups
(13–16), but most are presently known from only one or a few
specimens, which limits the potential for drawing general conclusions about the evolution of these groups.
The pre-Pleistocene fossil record for anoles consists solely of
amber fossils (15, 17–19). Previous authors have reported three
anole fossils from Dominican amber, all dated within the Miocene, 15–20 Mya (20) and potentially members of the same species
(15, 18, 19). We vastly expanded this sample by examining an
additional 35 fossils (as well as reexamining the original 3), including all but one specimen known to us. Of these, we present
data on 20 fossils that preserve substantial skeletal material or soft
tissue to provide information on ecomorphological variation
(Table S1). The fossils vary in state of preservation and completeness of the skeleton, from full skeletons to isolated limbs and
heads (Fig. 1 A–D and Movie S1). Extraordinary detail of the
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cologists and evolutionary biologists have long debated the
temporal stability of community structure. In recent years,
many comparisons of glacial and postglacial communities have
shown great dissimilarities—species have responded to environmental change individualistically, indicating that the structure
and function of assemblages can change substantially over even
short geological timescales (e.g., several thousand to a few million years) (1–3). Conversely, some researchers have argued for
stability in community structure (4), leading to communities that
may be composed of stable sets of ecological specialists for
millions of years (5, 6).
Caribbean Anolis lizards are a contemporary model of similarity
in community structure. Replicated adaptive radiations have occurred independently on each island in the Greater Antilles, producing a similar set of habitat specialists, termed ecomorphs, on
each island (7, 8). This similarity in community structure across
islands suggests that anole communities are more than ephemeral
and haphazard sets of species that happen to occupy the same
place at the same time (9). However, in the absence of a substantial
fossil record, it has not previously been possible to directly assess
whether similarly structured communities are a recent phenomenon or whether ecological stability has been a longstanding characteristic of these island anole faunas.
Here we report on 20 remarkable Anolis fossils in amber from
the island of Hispaniola. Using 3D reconstructions based on X-ray
microcomputed tomography (X-ray micro-CT) and detailed
morphometric analysis of these fossils, we show that the main elements of Hispaniolan anole ecomorphological diversity were in
place in the Miocene, confirming the antiquity of the island radiation. This continuity emphasizes the stability of ecology specialization subsequent to initial adaptive diversification.
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1506516112

Significance
An unresolved question in ecology is whether the structure of
ecological communities can be stable over very long timescales.
Here we describe a wealth of new amber fossils for an ancient
radiation of Hispaniolan lizards that, until now, has had a very
poor fossil record. These fossils provide an important and previously unavailable perspective on an ecologically well-studied
group and indicate that anole lizard communities occurring on
Hispaniola 20 Mya were made up of the same types of habitat
specialists present in this group today. These data indicate that
the ecological processes important in extant anole communities
have been operative over long periods of time.
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squamation is preserved in many fossils (Fig. 1D), revealing
the subdigital lamellae (transversely widened scales comprising
the toepad), a character that informs on the arboreal behavior
of these lizards (21) (Fig. 1E and Fig. S1).
We used X-ray micro-CT, light microscopy, and photographs to
examine the amber fossils (Table S1) and preserved specimens of
extant Hispaniolan species representing different ecomorphs. We
recorded linear measurements of the cranial and postcranial
skeleton and counts of the number of toepad lamellae (Table S2),
which are known to correlate with microhabitat use in extant
anoles (21), to test the hypothesis that Miocene Hispaniolan
anoles filled the same ecological niches as their extant counterparts. Discriminant function analysis (DFA) was used to assign
fossils to ecomorph category using body size-corrected morphometric data and lamella number for extant taxa, with fossils assigned a
posteriori. Then we used the reconstructions and direct observations to score the amber fossils for morphological characters traditionally used in anole phylogenetics; these characters differ from
those used in ecomorphological analyses and do not indicate that
members of the same ecomorph class form a clade (22). We
inferred the phylogenetic relationships of the fossils to extant
species to test whether the fossils are members of clades representing the same ecomorphs present on Hispaniola today.
Results and Discussion
The fossils vary substantially in number of lamellae and body proportions and represent a large portion of modern ecomorphological
diversity (Fig. 2 and Figs. S1–S4). Fourteen fossils are assigned to
an ecomorph class with high probability (greater than 0.90; Fig. 2A
and Table S3). Of these, nine are assigned to the trunk-crown
ecomorph: seven complete skeletons, five with preserved lamellae (A, C, F, H, I) and two without (B and J); one headless
body (T); and a fragmentary fossil with forelimb lamellae preserved
(R). As with modern-day trunk-crown species, which are found high
on tree trunks and in the canopy, these fossils have relatively short
limbs and long, narrow heads. Extant Hispaniolan trunk-crown
anoles exhibit considerable variation in toepad lamella number
(23), with smaller-bodied species having fewer lamellae than
larger-bodied species (Fig. 2B). Our results suggest that species of
both size classes are present in the amber fossil record, the smaller
being more common in our sample (e.g., A, F, H, I, and R).
Modern trunk-ground species are generally found around the
bases of trees and have broad, short heads, long hindlimbs,

intermediate-length forelimbs, and narrow toepads with few to
intermediate numbers of lamellae (on toes of the fore- and
hindfeet, respectively). Two fossils are assigned with high probability to the trunk-ground ecomorph: one relatively long-limbed
partial skeleton with an intermediate number of lamellae (M)
(Fig. 2 B and C and Figs. S1 and S4), and a second (O) composed
of a broad skull associated with an intermediate-length forelimb
(Fig. 2C and Figs. S2–S4).
Members of the trunk ecomorph are found on broad tree
trunks and have broad, short heads, long hindlimbs and forelimbs,
and hindfoot toepads with intermediate lamella numbers. Two
fossils (E and L) have similarly long hindlimbs (with femur and
tibia proportionally longer than metatarsal length) and intermediate numbers of lamellae (Fig. 2 B and C and Figs. S1 and
S4) and are assigned with high probability to the trunk ecomorph.
Last, the fossil with the smallest body size, a headless skeleton
with preserved lamellae (D), is assigned to the twig ecomorph.
Twig anoles have very short limbs and use very narrow branches.
They also have toepads with few lamellae. Fossil D has similarly
short limbs and few lamellae (Fig. 2 B and C and Figs. S1 and S4).
The remaining six fossils that preserve substantial skeletal material
or soft tissue are not assigned to any ecomorph with high probability
(Table S3). Two isolated skulls are assigned with probabilities
between 0.80 and 0.90 to the trunk-crown (N) and trunk (K)
ecomorphs, respectively, and a complete skeleton with preserved
lamellae (G) is assigned to the trunk-crown ecomorph, but with
only an intermediate probability (0.69). In these three cases, as
with fossils with higher DFA probabilities, the individual morphological characters are consistent with their ecomorph assignments (Fig. 2 and Figs. S3 and S4). Three additional fossils represented by isolated fragments of forelimbs with toepads (P, Q,
and S) are assigned to ecomorph classes with low probability.
Given that overlap exists among the ecomorphs in lamella number
(Fig. 2B), our inability to assign these fossils to a single ecomorph is
not surprising, although the observed variation in lamella number
indicates that members of more than one ecomorph class may be
present in this trio.
In summary, morphometric analysis places fossils in four ecomorphs with high probability. Completeness of many of the trunkcrown and the two trunk-ground fossils provides confidence in their
ecomorph assignments. The presence of key skeletal elements and
the distinctive morphology of twig anoles also renders plausible the
assignment of fossil D to that class. By contrast, the two fossils

Fig. 1. Fossil anole lizards preserved in amber. Some of the fossils in this study are exceptionally well preserved (A–C). From X-ray micro-CT scanning, the
skeleton can be reconstructed in 3D, revealing complete skeletons (B), fully articulated skulls (C), and fragments (D). The external surface of the lizard is
sometimes outlined in the amber by air-filled voids, which when reconstructed in 3D reveal details of the body scales (D) and subdigital lamellae (E, Center).
Scale detail is also visible through the amber (E, Left and Right). The amber fossils are represented by letters corresponding to those in Fig. 2. Animations of
the 3D reconstructed fossils are in Movie S1.
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assigned to the trunk ecomorph are fragmentary, comprising only
hindquarters, and thus their assignment is less certain. Given that
some extant Hispaniolan anoles do not conform to any ecomorph
class and are similar to trunk anoles in hindlimb dimensions (21,
24), we cannot rule out the possibility that these fossils, although
most similar among the ecomorphs to trunk anoles, are not
members of any ecomorph class. Regardless of whether these
fossils are trunk anoles, the data indicate that at least four ecomorphologically distinct species occurred in Hispaniola in the
Miocene. Moreover, based on the numbers of toepad lamellae, our
data suggest the existence of two trunk-crown species, likely paralleling the large and small modern-day members of that ecomorph
(23). In summary, although to date only one anole species has been
described from Dominican amber (15), our data reveal the existence of minimally four additional species.
The existence of four ecomorphs in Hispaniola in the Miocene is
consistent with molecular dating analyses, which indicate the existence of at least four and possibly six present-day ecomorphs at that
time (Fig. 3). Nonetheless, given that each of the anole ecomorphs
has evolved multiple times (albeit primarily on different islands),
their fossil representatives might not be members of the same
ecomorph clades present on Hispaniola today; an alternative possibility is that the fossils represent additional instances of evolution
of these ecomorphs in clades that did not persist to the present. We
tested this hypothesis by using morphological characters traditionally
used in anole phylogenetics (22) to infer the relationships of the
fossils to extant species.
In Bayesian phylogenetic analyses, all 14 fossils with DFA assignments greater than 0.90 were inferred within crown group
Anolis (Fig. 4). Parsimony analyses yielded similar results, although
one fossil with a high DFA assignment (B) was not inferred within
crown group Anolis (Fig. S5). Five fossils identified as trunk-crown
anoles with high-probability (A, F, H, I, and J; Fig. 2A and Table
S3), were placed with the chlorocyanus series of extant trunk-crown
anoles with strong support in Bayesian analyses and unambiguously
in parsimony analyses (Fig. 4, Fig. S5, and Table S4). Other fossils
identified as trunk-crown anoles (B, C, R, and T) were placed
ambiguously in the phylogeny, revealing little about their phylogenetic relationships to their extant ecomorph counterparts.
However, in both Bayesian and parsimony analyses, the alternative
Sherratt et al.

Fig. 2. Amber fossils exhibit morphometric and
meristic variation, which corresponds to variation
among the modern ecomorphs. (A) Results of discriminant function analyses (DFA) conducted separately on each fossil. Columns indicate variables
present in each fossil: estimated size (snout-vent
length), cranial (Cran.), and postcranial (Postc.)
measurements and lamella number (Lam.); additional details are given in Table S2. A subset of the
variables are displayed to illustrate variation among
the fossils and how it corresponds with variation
among the ecomorphs (B and C). Amber fossils are
colored according to the DFA results (if assigned
with greater than 0.90 probability). (B) Variation in
the number of subdigital lamellae on the fore- and
hindfeet of the amber fossils is shown alongside the
range (bars) for each ecomorph. Large and small
trunk-crown species also differ in lamella number
(Fig. S1). (C) Size-corrected residuals of ulna and femur length and head width. The DFA results can be
understood by examining character variation. For
example, for amber fossil C, the trunk-crown ecomorph is the only one for which all measurements
fall within the range for the present-day species. All
cranial and postcranial variables are illustrated in
Figs. S3 and S4, which should be consulted to understand
fully the DFA classification of some of the fossils.

placements of two of these trunk-crown fossils (B and T) included
close relationships with the chlorocyanus clade (Fig. S5).
Phylogenetic results were inconclusive for fossils identified
with high probability as trunk-ground, trunk, and twig anoles.
However, in all but one case (L), Bayesian and parsimony results
both indicated the possibility of close relationships between
fossils and Hispaniolan clades to which their extant ecomorph
counterparts belong. For the two trunk-ground fossils (M and O),
Bayesian results included membership in the trunk-ground
cybotes series among possible placements (Fig. 4 and Table S4), a
relationship that was even more strongly supported in parsimony
analyses (cybotes series membership of fossils M and O in 1/3 and
1/1 most parsimonious trees, respectively; Fig. S5). Likewise,
trunk ecomorph fossils (E and L) were inferred in the trunk
specialist distichus series, and the twig ecomorph fossil (D) was
inferred as sister to the twig specialist insolitus, in some of the
many credible phylogenetic trees (Table S4; although fossil L
only grouped with the distichus clade in the Bayesian analysis).
The relatively few available morphological characters (n = 91)
used in anole phylogenetics and the partial nature of the character
data for these fragmentary fossils both likely contribute to the
uncertain phylogenetic placement of many of these specimens.
Overall, the phylogenetic results are congruent with the close relationships of the fossils to extant species representing the same
ecomorphs. These results support the hypothesis that the anole
ecomorphs evolved early in the Caribbean adaptive radiation and
that anole community structure has been stable ever since.
Just as interesting as the ecomorphs present in the amber fauna
are those that are absent. Crown-giants hatch at a size considerably
larger than other anoles, and the lack of large fossils with juvenile
characteristics (18) (Fig. S6B) indicates that no crown-giant anoles
were present in our sample. Given that the similarly arboreal trunkcrown anoles were preserved in great numbers, habitat use does not
explain the absence of crown-giants. One possibility, of course, is
that crown-giants are too large to become trapped in resin. In addition, crown-giants tend to be less common than members of other
ecomorphs, and thus their absence may be a reflection of their
abundance. A last possibility, however, is that crown-giant anoles
may not have occurred on Hispaniola when the amber fossils were
formed; molecular dating (25) places the stem age of the ricordii
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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However, until now there has been a hole in our understanding of
this system because of a dearth of fossil evidence of their evolutionary past. Our analysis of the diversity of the Miocene fauna of
Hispaniola reveals that anole community structure has remained
much the same for at least the last 20 My, providing strong evidence
for the stability of communities across long periods of time during
which substantial environmental change has occurred. Whether
these results are paralleled in other Caribbean groups remains to be
seen; emerging fossils (16, 31) of a radiation of gekkonid lizards may
prove an interesting comparison.
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Fig. 3. Ancient divergence of anole ecomorphs. Six habitat specialists,
called ecomorphs, occur on islands in the Greater Antilles today: twig,
grass-bush, trunk, trunk-ground, trunk-crown, and crown-giant, named
for their characteristic microhabitats and differing morphology, ecology,
and behavior. A chronogram of Anolis lizard diversification (55) indicates
that Hispaniolan ecomorph clades originated long ago and that most
predate the origin of Hispaniolan amber, which was formed at some point
within the range indicated by the amber horizon. Hispaniolan clades
(highlighted) are colored according to ecomorph, with wide lines indicating crown clades for those containing more than one species. Clades
of non-Hispaniolan species have been collapsed (for a full summary, see
ref. 56). The Hispaniolan crown-giants are closely related to the crowngiants of Puerto Rico, as well as some non–crown-giants, suggesting the
possibility of an earlier origin of the crown-giant condition than indicated
here. Po, Pliocene; Ps, Pleistocene.

species group, which contains extant Hispaniolan crown-giants, at 17
My, possibly younger than the formation of Dominican amber (Fig.
3). By contrast, molecular divergence time estimates indicate that
the other five ecomorphs clearly evolved substantially earlier than
the formation of the amber deposits (Fig. 3). In this light, the absence of grass-bush anoles is somewhat surprising. Small and occurring low in the vegetation, we might have expected them to
become entrapped in amber. On the other hand, as their name
implies, these lizards usually are found on surfaces other than tree
trunks, and thus habitat use may account for their absence in
our sample.
Evolutionary interpretations from phylogenetic analyses of
extant species are always haunted by the specter of extinction, but
our data provide little evidence for dimensions of anole diversity
not suggested by analyses on the contemporary fauna. Quite the
contrary, the fossil data and phylogenetic comparative analyses are
entirely congruent in suggesting that the ecomorph radiation is
ancient and that the ecomorphs evolved early and have remained
in place ever since (9). This is not to say that no adaptive diversification has occurred in anoles since the Miocene. Rather,
there has been considerable subdivision of ecomorph niches as
species specialize for different thermal microhabitats (26)—
unfortunately, the scalation characters that tend to correlate with
thermal biology (27) were not preserved in most fossils, preventing
inferences about the evolution of thermal specialization. Our data
do confirm, however, that the subsequent division of the trunkcrown anole niche into small and large species, presumably to
partition prey resources (21), also has an ancient origin, again in
agreement with molecular divergence estimates.
Caribbean islands are a hotspot of biological diversity, and
research on their flora and fauna has contributed immensely to our
understanding of evolutionary processes. The abundance of invertebrates preserved in amber from the Caribbean and other
geographical regions has led to macroevolutionary and macroecological insights about some groups (28–30), but such approaches
have not previously been possible for vertebrates. The Caribbean
island Anolis lizards have contributed to our understanding of
evolutionary processes as a well-known case of adaptive radiation.
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Specimens. The fossils included in this study are identified as belonging to the
Anolis clade by the presence of one or more of the following derived
character states: coronoid labial blade, slender clavicles, reduction or absence of the splenial and angular bones, no ribs on cervical vertebrae 3 and
4, three sternal ribs, no ribs on three or more (up to seven) posterior presacral vertebrae, transverse processes of caudal vertebrae located posterior
to fracture planes, and expanded subdigital scales that form a pad under (at
least) the antepenultimate phalanges of digits II–V (32).
Thirty-eight amber fossils were available for study (3 previously described and
35 new). To qualify for inclusion in the ecomorphological analysis, the fossil
had to have at least two of the three data types (cranial, postcranial, lamella
number), or, if only one type was available, at least two toes with preserved
lamellae, or three skeletal elements and an estimated snout-to-vent length
(SVL) with which to size-correct the data. Therefore, 20 amber fossils (Table S1)
were available to compare with 15 species representing the main clades and
ecomorphs extant on Hispaniola: A. aliniger (trunk-crown, TC), A. chlorocyanus
(TC), A. coelestinus (TC), A. singularis (TC), A. brevirostris (trunk, TR), A. distichus
(TR), A. marcanoi (trunk-ground, TG), A. cybotes (TG), A. sheplani (twig, TW),
A. placidus (TW), A. insolitus (TW), A. bahorucoensis (grass-bush, GB), A. dolichocephalus (GB), A. hendersoni (GB), and A. olssoni (GB) (100 specimens). For
each extant species, males and females spanning the size range from juvenile to
adult were sampled from the alcohol-preserved collection at the Museum of
Comparative Zoology (Cambridge, MA).
X-Ray Microcomputed Tomography. The amber fossils and modern species
were examined using X-ray micro-CT. Scans were made using Nikon (Metris)
X-Tek HMXST 225 machines in Harvard University’s Center for Nanoscale
Systems [a member of the National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network
(NNIN), which is supported by the National Science Foundation] and The
Natural History Museum, London, and supplemented with data from other
systems, details of which are given in Table S1. The X-ray micro-CT data were
processed using VGStudio MAX v2.2 (Volume Graphics GmbH). The different
elements in the fossils (i.e., bone, amber, air) and modern specimens (i.e.,
bone, soft tissue) were reconstructed in 3D by using different thresholds on
the slices for gray values specific to these elements. In some amber pieces, airfilled voids outlined the body of the lizard inclusion (and the soft tissue was
mostly degraded), making it possible to examine scale patterns, particularly of
the toepads.
Body Size Estimation. SVL, usually measured as the distance from the tip of the
snout to the anterior end of the vent, is commonly used as a proxy for body size in
lizards. On a skeleton, the distance is taken from the anterior edge of the premaxilla on the midline to the articulation between the second sacral vertebra and
first caudal vertebra. SVL was measured from 3D-rendered skeletons in all
modern specimens and on amber fossils where possible, using the polyline tool in
VGStudio MAX v2.2 (Volume Graphics), which allows more accurate measurement of distorted specimens by using cumulative points positioned along a line.
SVL could not be measured directly on amber fossils that are missing the
skull or parts of the axial skeleton. Therefore, SVL was estimated from the
length of other body parts that we found to have minimal variation among
ecomorphs using a regression model from the 100 modern specimens,
summarized in Table S2. Specifically, we used four approaches:
i) The length of a lumbar vertebra (Lumbar), calculated as the average
length of the last two presacral vertebrae, scales very strongly with SVL
(r2 = 0.96): logLumbar = −1.58223 + 1.0032746 × logSVL.
ii) The length of the ilium (Ilium), measured from the posterior tip of the
shaft to the anterior tip of the anterior iliac process, also scales very
strongly with SVL (r2 = 0.96): logIlium = −1.48835 + 1.23261 × logSVL.
iii) Body length (BL), measured from the anterior edge of the atlas to the
posterior edge of the last sacral vertebra medially along the ventral side
of the external body from the narrowest point of neck region to the
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Fig. 4. Summary tree showing the phylogenetic relationships of the amber
fossils inferred by Bayesian analyses. Names of Anolis subclades are given on
the right. The amber fossils are represented by letters corresponding to
those in Fig. 2, and their relationships are indicated by yellow-orange
branches (see Methods for details). Bayesian posterior probabilities for fossil
placements are shown above branches. DFA classifications for the fossils are
indicated by pie charts, colored by ecomorph (only probabilities greater than
0.1 are shown).

vent, scales the most strongly with SVL (r2 = 0.99): logBL = −0.299015 +
1.0836932 × logSVL.
iv) Mandible length (MandL), measured from the posteriormost point on
the retroarticular process to the anterior most part of the dentary at
the symphysis, scales very strongly with SVL (r2 = 0.96): logMandL =
−0.521892 + 1.0051243 × logSVL.
For many of the fossils, SVL was measured or estimated by several different
methods (Table S2). The estimated SVL used for size correction was assessed
on a fossil-by-fossil basis, using the most reliable measurement given the
state of preservation of the specimen. For the more fragmentary fossils (K, N,
O, P, and S), for which approaches i–iii above could not be used, we also provide
a range of SVL estimates (Table S2). The ranges were estimated from the
distribution of ecomorph-specific slopes constituting various body measurements. For example, in fossils with isolated heads (K, N, and O), the range of
possible SVLs was taken from the ecomorph slopes with the lowest and highest
intercept in regressions of mandible length, mandible width, and/or skull width.
For fossils P and S, the range of SVLs were predicted using ulna length (r2 = 0.84;
logUlna = −1.195832 + 1.205887 × logSVL). Fossil P has a well-defined dewlap,
indicating maturity, and would suggest a larger animal of an ecomorph made up
predominantly of species of small body size, such as twig anoles (44.7 mm using
twig-specific slope). Fossil S has unfused epiphyses, suggesting a juvenile.
Morphometric Analysis. To compare the morphology of extant and fossil
anoles, we collected cranial and postcranial measurements from reconstructed
skeletons using X-ray micro-CT. We counted the number of subdigital lamellae
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in some amber fossils from reconstructed soft tissue using X-ray micro-CT; lamellae of other amber fossils and alcohol-preserved modern specimens were
counted using stereomicroscopes. Variables measured for each amber fossil are
given in Table S2. Cranial shape variation was captured using ten linear
measurements (Fig. S6A): skull width, frontal width, prefrontal width, snout
length, premaxilla width, jugal height, orbit diameter, maxilla length, mandible width, and mandible length. These measurements reflect much of the
cranial variation among ecomorphs (33, 34). Postcranial measurements reflect
those known to vary among ecomorphs, the adaptive significance of which is
well understood (24, 34): lengths of the humerus, ulna, femur, tibia, fourth
metatarsal, third and fourth toes of the fore- and hindfeet, widths of the
sternum, pelvis and sacrum, and pubis length. Numbers of lamellae were
counted for the third and fourth toes of the fore- and hindfeet.
Cranial and postcranial measurements (Table S2) were corrected for body
size by using the residuals from separate linear regressions of log-transformed
cranial and postcranial metrics on log-transformed SVL. We evaluated the
probability of assignment of each fossil to the ecomorph classes using DFA.
Because of variation in which elements were preserved in the fossils, DFAs
were performed separately for each fossil (Table S3). In each case, a DFA was
performed using variables from the modern specimens, which included only
the variables that were also available for the fossil, and the assignment of a
fossil to an ecomorph was determined based on this subset of variables from
modern specimens. DFA was performed using a common (within-) covariance
matrix for all groups (linear DA) in JMP Pro v.10 (SAS Institute Inc.).
Phylogenetic Analysis. We scored the 20 amber fossils for the morphological
characters used by Poe (22) to infer anole phylogeny, using X-ray micro-CT
scans, photographs, and direct observations. Morphometric measurements
(characters 1–9 in ref. 22) were not included in the data matrix because the
absence of minimum and maximum values in Poe’s (22) character descriptions precluded the addition of new information. Data for 13 morphological characters (characters 12, 55–57, 59, 65–66, 71, 74–75, 78–79, and
90 in ref. 22) were not included for fossils, except C, the only likely adult,
because at least one of the states for these characters develops late in ontogeny
and thus would not have been present for fossils other than C. These data were
combined with morphological (22) and molecular data [ND2, COI, and RAG1
genes, 5 transfer RNAs, and the origin for light-strand replication (35–45)] for
extant species. Molecular data were aligned using ClustalX (46) and translated
into amino acids using MacClade v. 4.07 (47) to confirm the correct translation
frame. Sequence coding for transfer RNAs was aligned manually following
Kumazawa and Nishida’s (48) model of tRNA secondary structure. One hundred
bases corresponding to sections of the tRNAs and the origin of light-strand
replication were excluded from the analyses due to ambiguous alignment. The
final matrix analyzed included 4,873 bases, 91 morphological characters, and
181 extant taxa (174 Anolis and 7 outgroup species). All 181 species were scored
for morphological characters; 140 also had molecular data. The resulting data
matrix was analyzed using parsimony and Bayesian methods.
To reduce the computational time that results from large amounts of
missing data in the amber fossils, we inferred a topology for the extant species
and then used that topology as a backbone topological constraint (which allows
species not included in the constraint tree to be placed freely in the topology) to
infer the phylogenetic position of the amber fossils. The topology for the
extant species was inferred with PAUP* v. 4.0b10 (49) using parsimony on the
combined dataset (181 species: 91 morphological characters and 4,873 DNA
bases). We used equal costs for state transformations, except for multistate ordered morphological characters, which were weighted such that the range of
each character equals 1. We performed 2,000 replicates of random stepwise
addition, with default settings for all other options.
We then performed a separate parsimony analysis for each amber fossil by
including each fossil in the combined matrix for the extant species, imposing
the topological constraint, and using a single replicate of random stepwise
addition (other options left on default settings). We combined the results for
all of the fossils in a single summary tree (Fig. S5). For fossils for which a single
most parsimonious tree (MPT) was inferred, the fossil was placed in that
position in the summary tree. For fossils for which more than one MPT was
inferred, we used a prune and regraft consensus method (50), placing each
fossil at the basal node of the least inclusive clade in the backbone constraint
tree that included all of the alternative placements of the fossil.
To perform Bayesian analyses, we first rescored the morphological characters
in the combined matrix into ordered or unordered characters consisting of 6 or 10
character states, respectively [following Poe’s (22) character descriptions]. We
then followed a similar approach to that used in the parsimony analyses. First,
we estimated a topology of extant species (to be used as the equivalent of a
backbone constraint), by analyzing the extant combined matrix in MrBayes
v. 3.2.3 (51). We executed four independent runs of 50 million generations
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with a random starting tree, a sampling frequency of 1,000 generations, and
remaining parameters left at default values. We partitioned data by morphology, codon position, and tRNAs (11 partitions) and estimated the model
for each partition using jModeltest v. 2.1.4 (52). To confirm an appropriate
sampling interval and that stationarity was achieved after discarding the
first 25% of the sampled trees, we examined effective sample size values
using TRACER v1.5 (53), compared the average SD of split frequencies between chains, and examined thepotential scale reduction factor (PSRF) of all
of the estimated parameters for the four runs combined. We estimated a
maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree and created a series of partial constraints
so that we could enforce the MCC topology of extant species as a strict constraint
in downstream analyses that included fossil taxa. We conducted an independent
Bayesian analysis for each fossil, using the same protocol and settings as the
extant topology analysis, but with a duration of 15 million generations. After
discarding the first 25% of sampled trees, we estimated a majority rule consensus tree for each fossil specimen including all compatible groups (using the

contype = allcompat command). We combined the majority rule tree results of
all fossils in a single summary tree (Fig. 4).
We used Bayesian topology tests (54) to evaluate support for the
placement of individual fossils within extant clades that correspond to
the same ecomorph. Topologies representing each of the hypotheses of
interest, e.g., fossil D placed as sister to insolitus, were used as filters in
PAUP* to examine topologies contained in the 95% credible set of trees
resulting from the Bayesian analysis.
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Fig. S1. Toepad morphology of fore- and hindfeet among recent (representing five ecomorphs) and fossil anoles. Lamella numbers for the modern species are
given beside digits III and IV. The amber fossils are colored by ecomorph according to DFA results if assigned with a probability greater than 0.90 (Table S3).
Modern specimens from Museum of Comparative Zoology Reptile collection, Harvard University (prefix MCZ R).
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Fig. S2. Cranial shape of five recent anoles representing five ecomorphs compared with four amber fossils. Crania of modern juveniles (Left) and adults
(Center), as well as amber fossil skulls (Right) are shown in lateral and dorsal views. The amber fossils are colored by ecomorph if assigned with a probability
greater than 0.90 (Table S3). Modern specimens from Museum of Comparative Zoology Reptile collection, Harvard University (prefix MCZ R), or Field Tag for
T.J. Sanger (prefix T).
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Fig. S3. Variation among the fossils and how it corresponds with variation among the ecomorphs for all 10 cranial measurements. Size-corrected residuals are
plotted for the amber fossils labeled by letters (A–T) and modern specimens (colored dots by ecomorph). Amber fossils are colored according to the DFA results
(detailed in Table S3) when assigned with a probability greater than 0.90. A plot of the first two canonical variables of the DFA using all 10 variables (Lower
Right) illustrates how well the cranial measurements discriminate the ecomorphs (modern specimens only).
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Fig. S4. Variation among the fossils and how it corresponds with variation among the ecomorphs for all 13 postcranial measurements. Size-corrected residuals
are plotted for the amber (A–T) and modern specimens. Amber fossils are colored according to the discriminant function analysis (DFA) results (Table S3) when
assigned with a probability greater than 0.90. A plot of the first two canonical variables of the DFA using all 13 variables (Lower Right) illustrates how well the
postcranial measurements discriminate the ecomorphs (modern specimens only).
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Fig. S5. Summary tree showing the phylogenetic relationships of the amber fossils inferred by parsimony analyses. Names of Anolis subclades are given on the
right. The amber fossils are represented by letters corresponding to those in Fig. 2, and their relationships are indicated by yellow-orange branches; broken
branches indicate the prune and graft results of alternative placements. DFA classifications for the fossils are indicated by pie charts, colored by ecomorph (only
probabilities greater than 0.1 are shown).
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Fig. S6. Schematic of the morphometric measurements and meristic counts taken from fossil and recent anole specimens shown on an adult trunk-crown
anole (A). A juvenile crown-giant anole (B) of approximately the same SVL. Red arrows point to where there are clearly unfused (B) and fused (A) epiphyses and
diaphyses of fore and hindlimb bones, which allow the identification of juveniles vs. adults. Specimens from Museum of Comparative Zoology Reptile collection, Harvard University (prefix MCZ R).
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Nanoscale Systems
Material Synthesis
Facility (CNS);
Emma Sherratt
(ES) & Jasmine
Casart
CNS; D. Luke Mahler

Scanned where and
by whom

130

—

—

75

195

195

105

105

195

195

105

105

165

195

55

65

185

120

70

55

μA

kV

0.0237

0.00746

0.0210

0.0330

0.0135

0.0107

0.0149

0.0609

0.0452

0.0267

Voxel size
(mm)

0.11

—

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.11

0.11

0.25

0.11

Rotation
step (o)

1,000

—

500

354

354

354

1,415

1,000

—

1,000

Exposure
(ms)
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SMNS Do4871-M

SMNS Do4886-B

SMNS Do5566-X

SMU 74976

USNM
580060

“
M-2096

RAAA

M-3016

M-1273

SMNS Do5742

K

L

M

N

O

“
P

Q

R

S

T

Part (body, no head)

Part (forelimbs)

Part (forelimb, torso)

Part (forelimbs)

“
Part (trunk and
forelimbs)

Part (head, forelimb)

Part (head)

Part (trunk,
forelimb,
hindlimbs)

Part (tail, hindlimb)

Part (head)

Elements preserved

Staatliches Museum
für Naturkunde
Stuttgart,
Germany

Private collection

Private collection

Private collection

Shuler Museum of
Paleontology,
South Methodist
University, Dallas
TX
Smithsonian
Institution
National Museum
of Natural History,
Washinton DC
“
Private collection

Staatliches Museum
für Naturkunde
Stuttgart,
Germany

Staatliches Museum
für Naturkunde
Stuttgart,
Germany
Staatliches Museum
für Naturkunde
Stuttgart,
Germany

Specimen location

“
Owned by Ettore
Morone of Torino,
Italy
Supplied by Marco
Greco (Ambras
Greco SAS) of
Milan, Italy
Owned by Ettore
Morone of Torino,
Italy
Owned by Ettore
Morone of Torino,
Italy
Donated by Georg
Dommel of
Düsseldorf,
Germany in 1980

Purchased from
Amberica West

Donated by Georg
Dommel of
Düsseldorf,
Germany in 1985
Purchased in 1985
from Erich Beyna,
Santo Domingo,
Dominican
Republic
Purchased 1991
from D. M. Salem,
8950 Sunrise Lake
Blvd. 80/311,
Sunrise, FL 33322,
USA
Donated by William
S. Lowe of
Granbury Texas

Notes on specimen

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

La Toca mine,
Cordillera
Septentrional,
Dominican
Republic
“
Dominican Republic

CNS; ES

IAC-NHM; ES & RG

IAC-NHM; ES & RG

CNS; ES

CNS; ES
IAC-NHM; ES & RG

University of Texas
High-Resolution
X-ray CT Facility,
Matthew Colbert

University of Texas
High-Resolution
X-ray CT Facility,
Rich Ketcham

CNS; ES

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

CNS; ES

CNS; ES

Scanned where and
by whom

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

Locality of origin

50

105

105

75

60
105

180

80

50

50

50

kV

165

195

195

130

165
195

133

200

130

180

140

μA

0.0308

0.0068

0.0092

0.0089

0.0051
0.0168

0.0127

0.0680

0.0256

0.0124

0.0077

Voxel size
(mm)

0.11

0.06

0.06

0.11

0.18
0.06

0.23

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.11

Rotation
step (o)

1,415

354

354

1,000

1,000
354

—

—

1,415

1,000

1,415

Exposure
(ms)

Information is provided on state of preservation (elements preserved); current location and locality of origin (including the mine, where known); and X-ray microcomputed tomography scan settings, with
information on where the scan was done and by whom. Fossil O, originally scanned at University of Texas, was rescanned at Harvard at a higher resolution for this project (data from the higher resolution scan
were used for the morphometric and phylogenetic analyses). Three fossils previously were published: A(18), I(15), and N(19).

Specimen ID

Specimen

Table S1. Cont.
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23

2.38
2.00
2.48
6.05
4.89
3.37
4.72
2.53

1.92
2.29
4.38
3.62
9.00
7.80
4.83
5.17

6.80

53.6

52.8

C

26

5.70 12.45
5.24 10.98
3.16 6.40
5.16 9.80
5.54

2.25

3.47
3.81
3.53

5.40
4.94

8.46

27.7

28.2

8.63
1.23
4.20
4.13
0.64
2.89
3.38
3.65

30.0

B

23.8
25.7
27.6

A

1.51

21.8

E

3.72
2.47
2.83

8.40
1.06
5.27
4.88
0.77
2.91
3.50
3.73
4.12
1.81

27.5

30.2

F

2.43

2.95

0.54
2.80
3.31
3.01
4.20
1.58

7.40
1.29
4.52

24.2

25.7
27.1

G

3.17
2.72
2.16
2.40
2.12
1.51
1.78
4.56
4.02
2.74
4.54
2.56

6.43
0.89
4.13
3.80
0.51
2.46
2.84
2.59
3.24
1.52

21.1

23.2
24.4
23.0

H

3.23 4.85 6.26 5.95
2.44 4.44 5.35 4.56
1.73 2.72 3.04 2.92
3.10 4.38 4.89 4.63
1.66 2.31 2.82
14
16
18
16
18
23
21
19
16
17
13

1.64
1.90

17.7

D

23

4.88
4.38
2.83
4.61
2.49

3.20
2.79

3.38
1.68

4.23

6.97

25.4

I

1.70
4.74
4.22
2.80
4.13
2.41

6.57
0.97
3.91
3.80
0.54
2.47
3.04
2.73
3.30
1.50
1.82
3.48
2.60
1.93
2.33
1.47

21.5

23.1
24.2
21.8

J

20.6
19.4–21.0
6.29
1.05
3.55
3.64
0.39
2.19
2.96
2.15
3.13
1.36

K

3.65
16

8.04
6.75
3.88

2.52

31.0

L

2.46
1.92
2.45
7.15
6.21
3.80
6.34
3.30
17
17

4.64
3.03
2.18

31.0
29.6

M

O

P

3.40
2.57
1.77
2.03

15
13

2.93

4.18

21.2
19.7
19.9–21.7 18.5–20.0 25.2–44.7
6.57
6.00
0.96
1.02
3.79
3.64
3.63
3.70
0.35
0.53
2.58
2.90
2.90
2.51
2.35
3.15
1.54
1.62

N

1.62
1.96

3.13
2.46

26.3
25.1

R

18 21
16 20

Q

21
20

2.70
1.88
2.18

19.9–28.2

S

4.29
2.84
4.42

24.8

T

Regression models of modern species were used to estimate SVL of the fossils from four log-transformed variables: the length of a lumbar vertebra; length of the ilium; body length; and mandible length.
Details and equations are given in Methods. All squared correlation coefficients are 0.96, except body length, which is 0.99. SVL estimates in bold are those used in the DFAs. When more than one estimate was
available, the value chosen was decided according to the preservation of the fossil. Rows 1–6 provide a range of SVL estimates: specimen A broken, measured SVL an underestimate; specimen C incomplete,
measured SVL an underestimate; specimen D incomplete, ilium fragment preserved; specimen G incomplete, measured SVL an underestimate; specimen H broken, measured SVL an underestimate; specimen K,
other SVL estimated from range of ecomorph-specific slopes for mandible length; specimen N, other SVL estimated from range of ecomorph-specific slopes for mandible length; specimen O, other SVL estimated
from range of ecomorph-specific slopes for mandible length; specimen P, other SVL estimated from range of ecomorph-specific slopes for ulna length (r2 = 0.84); specimen S, other SVL estimated from range of
ecomorph-specific slopes for ulna length (r2 = 0.84).

Measured SVL
SVL estimate from lumbar length
SVL estimate from ilium length
SVL estimate from body length
SVL estimate from mandible length
SVL estimate from other (see notes)
Mandible length
Premaxilla length
Maxilla length
Skull width
Frontal width between orbits
Prefrontal width
Orbit diameter
Snout length
Mandible width
Jugal height
Sternum width
Humerus length
Ulna length
Foretoe IV length
Foretoe III length
Pelvis width
Sacrum width
Pubis length
Femur length
Tibia length
Metatarsal IV length
Hindtoe IV length
Hindtoe III length
Hindtoe IV lamellae
Hindtoe III lamellae
Foretoe IV lamellae
Foretoe III lamellae

Specimen

Table S2. Measured and estimated body size (SVL), morphometric variables (in mm), and meristic counts taken from each amber specimen and used in the discriminant function
analyses (DFAs) presented in Table S3

Table S3. Results of discriminant function analyses (DFAs) using size-corrected residuals of the morphometric variables (details of the
size correction in Table S2)
Specimen
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

TC

TR

TW

GB

1.00
0.96
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.69
0.99
0.99
1.00

0.31

0.82
[0.81]
0.98

0.18
[0.18]
1.00

0.86
[0.52]

0.12
[0.48]

O
P
Q
R
S
T

TG

{0.31}
0.94
{0.60}
0.99

1.00
[0.99]
{0.13)
{0.13}

{0.35}

{0.49}
{0.20}

{0.34}
{0.35}

λ
0.00002
0.00099
0.00018
0.00256
0.00148
0.00004
0.00004
0.00002
0.00037
0.00004
0.01746
0.02303
0.00227
0.00075
0.02797
0.03315
0.00122
0.00183
0.22769
0.22769
0.00626
0.22769
0.04449

Approximate F (df)
40.50
35.25
50.11
28.33
46.78
41.46
44.46
40.26
45.59
34.31
18.97
16.91
49.70
36.86
18.21
16.88
26.99
23.75
20.81
20.81
43.90
20.81
43.50

(84, 227.59)
(44, 304.19)
(44, 258.28)
(36, 260.31)
(28, 257.42)
(72, 238.29)
(68, 241.70)
(84, 227.59)
(40, 259.70)
(88, 243.69)
(32, 304.00)
(32, 304.00)
(24, 252.39)
(40, 259.70)
(28, 300.68)
(28, 300.68)
(48, 275.54)
(48, 275.54)
(8, 152.00)
(8, 152.00)
(20, 243.06)
(8, 152.00)
(12, 233.12)

Percent misclassified
0
0
0
1.22
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.4
13.8
1.22
2.4
5.3
10.6
1.1
1.1
42.7
42.7
3.7
42.7
24.2

Probabilities of classification to the five ecomorphs are presented, with a post hoc Wilks’ λ test of the null hypothesis that the means of all of the
independent variables are equal across groups (F statistic and degrees of freedom), and proportion of individuals misclassified in each analysis. Probabilities
below 0.1 are not shown. Each DFA used a different set of variables specific to the fossil (Table S2). For three fossils that comprised an isolated skull (K, N, and
O), a second DFA using raw (not size-corrected) variables was conducted, the results of which are given in brackets. For fossils P, Q, and S, only lamella counts
were available for the DFA, so these results are given in braces. Bold indicates DFA probabilities above 0.90.
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Results of parsimony and Bayesian phylogenetic analyses
Table S4.
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Movie S1. Photographs and animated 3D renderings of the 20 amber fossils, in order from A to T. For each fossil, a photograph of the specimen is shown
followed by a 3D reconstructed skeleton and/or soft tissue animation from X-ray micro-CT data. In specimens L and M, there are ant inclusions (genus Azteca)
that have been false-colored brown and rendered opaque.
Movie S1
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